Autocrine growth and anchorage independence: two complementing Jun-controlled genetic programs of cellular transformation
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Cellular transformation can be achieved by constitutive activation of growth-regulatory signaling pathways, which, in turn, activate nuclear transcription factors thought to execute a transformation-specific program of gene expression. Members of the dimeric transcription factor family AP-1 are at the receiving end of such growth-regulating pathways and the viral form of the AP-1 subunit Jun establishes one important aspect of transformation in chick embryo fibroblasts (CEFs): enhanced growth in agar and in low serum. Enhanced Jun activity is likely to target several different genetic programs as Jun forms heterodimers with one of several members of the Fos and ATF2 subfamilies, resulting in transcription factors with different sequence specificities. To identify the programs relevant for transformation, we have reduced the complexity of AP-1 factors by constructing Jun bZip mutants that can efficiently dimerize and transactivate with only a restricted set of partner subunits. Upon introduction into CEFs, a Jun mutant selective for the Fos family induced anchorage-independent growth but no growth factor-independence. In contrast, a c-Jun mutant with preference for ATF2-like proteins caused growth factor-independence, but no growth in agar. Coexpression of both mutants reestablished the combined transformation program as induced by wild-type Jun. These data show that Jun-dependent cell transformation can be resolved into at least two distinct and independent processes, anchorage and growth factor independence, obviously triggered by two classes of Jun heterodimers likely regulating different sets of target genes.
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The c-Jun proto-oncoprotein is a major component of the AP-1 family of dimeric transcription factors. c-Jun can, in principle, homodimerize, but is commonly associated with other transcription factor partners. Heterodimer partners include members of the Jun, Fos, and ATF/CREB subfamilies. Dimerization occurs by coiled-coil interaction through the leucine zipper domain, and this interaction is a prerequisite for DNA-binding (for review, see Angel and Karin 1991; Hurst 1994). Dimers containing c-Jun regulate transcription in response to a multitude of extracellular signals that cause c-Jun phosphorylation. Also, the dimer partners are subject to activation in response to extracellular stimuli, and, therefore, the extent to which c-Jun dimers are activated by upstream protein kinases can depend on the dimer partner (Deng and Karin 1994; van Dam et al. 1995). c-Jun dimers are thought to play a decisive role in embryonal development (Hilberg et al. 1993; Johnson et al. 1993), in cell proliferation and tumorigenesis (for review, see Vogt 1994), in the cellular response to genotoxic stress (Dévay et al. 1992; Schreiber et al. 1995), and in apoptosis (Ham et al. 1995).

Deregulated expression of c-Jun or of its mutated viral counterpart v-Jun can trigger transformation in primary embryo fibroblasts of avian and mammalian origin. Transformation requires presence of the carboxy-terminal bZip domain as well as of the amino-terminal trans-
scriptional regulatory domain(s) of Jun (for review, see Vogt 1994). The identification of Jun target genes involved in transformation has been complicated by the fact that Jun-containing dimers differ in their DNA-binding specificities (Benbrook and Jones 1990; Ivashkiv et al. 1990; Hai and Curran 1991). For instance, c-Jun:Fos dimers, which become abundant in response to extracellular signals, bind with high affinity to the 7-bp consensus AP-1 binding site 5'-TGAGTCA as present in the human collagenase promoter, but relatively weakly to the 8-bp c-Jun:ATF2 motif 5'-TTACCTCA as present in the c-jun promoter. In contrast, c-Jun:ATF2 heterodimers have very low affinity for the Jun:Fos site and bind efficiently only to the 8-bp element (Benbrook and Jones 1990; Ivashkiv et al. 1990; Hai and Curran 1991; van Dam et al. 1993).

Here, we address the contribution to Jun-dependent transformation of the dimer partner and thus of the type of target gene activated. We have generated c-Jun mutants that preferentially dimerize and bind to DNA either as Jun:Fos or as Jun:ATF2. A mutant that only efficiently bound to DNA in association with Fos (or a Fos-like protein), caused chicken embryo fibroblasts (CEFs) to grow in soft agar, but could not induce serum independence. An ATF2-seeking mutant allowed CEF cells to grow in low serum, but did not induce growth in agar. These data demonstrate the existence of two independent and separable Jun-induced genetic programs controlling either anchorage independence or autocrine growth.

Results
c-Jun zipper mutants with dimerization preference for Fos or ATF-2

To restrict dimerization by Jun to one or few partners, we constructed mutants in its dimerization domain. Following proposed interaction rules (Schuermann et al. 1991; O'Shea et al. 1992; Vinson et al. 1993), we mutated the amino acids neighboring the hydrophobic leucines of the zipper, the so-called e and g positions (see helical wheel representation in Fig. 1), thought to be crucial for the specificity of dimerization. We expect two types of specificity of bZip dimerization: (1) the first type would be determined solely by the coiled-coil interaction of the two leucine zippers; (2) the second type represents dimerization in the presence of the cognate DNA element, which depends on the combination of both the zipper and the adjacent basic region responsible for contacting the DNA. Binding to the cognate DNA element induces major conformational changes depending on the heterodimer partner (Kerppola et al. 1993). It is this second type, the dimerization specificity at the DNA element, which is relevant for the selection of target genes and, as will be the goal of this study, for the transformation program. We report on two of our human c-Jun mutants that exhibited interesting properties: m0 and m1. These mutants were obtained by replacing and introducing glutamate and lysine residues at positions e1, g1, e2, e4, and g4 (Fig. 1).

Dimerization specificity in solution (in the absence of DNA binding) was measured in a mammalian one-hybrid type of analysis. The bZip domains of wild-type or mutant c-jun were fused to the DNA-binding domain (DBD) of the yeast transcription factor Gal4, and the hybrid proteins were examined in F9 teratocarcinoma cells for their transactivating potential at a Gal4-dependent reporter. In this assay, the hybrid proteins cannot transactivate unless they can recruit through their zipper domain a transactivating subunit. As unstimulated F9 cells contain neither c-Fos nor c-Jun, but contain ATF2, which is a poor transactivator in these cells (data not shown; van Dam et al. 1995), recruitment of a transactivating subunit can only occur if c-Fos or ATF2-VP16
are introduced into the same cell. ATF2-VP16 is a hybrid protein in which the potent transactivation domain of the viral transactivator VP16 is fused to the carboxyl terminus of ATF2 (Liu and Green 1990). As shown in Figure 2, neither the Gal4-DBD nor the c-Jun-bZip domain on their own can transactivate the Gal4-dependent reporter when transiently cotransfected. Gal4-DBD-c-Jun-bZip wild type, as expected, transactivated upon introduction of either c-Fos or ATF2-VP16 (activation with c-Fos was about 2.0-fold better than with ATF2 under the conditions used). To assess the specificities of the bZip mutants, we compared their relative partner preference. The leucine zipper of c-Jun-m0 preferred c-Fos as its dimer partner (ratio c-Fos:ATF2 = 3.0), whereas, in contrast, c-Jun-m1 had very low affinity for c-Fos and interacted preferentially with ATF2–VP16 (ratio c-Fos:ATF2 = 0.4). We conclude that the bZip domain of c-Jun and Jun–m1 formed gel retardation complexes of only wild-type c-Jun or of one of the mutants is formed (Fig. 3, right panel); (2) in the presence of c-Fos, wild-type c-Jun and mutant c-Jun–m0, but not c-Jun–m1, bound strongly to the col1-TRE (left panel of Fig. 3); (3) in the presence of ATF2 (note that a truncated bZipATF2 was used here for better gel resolution), wild-type c-Jun and mutant c-Jun–m1 formed gel retardation complexes at the jun2 element; again as the most interesting result, c-Jun–m0 did not interact with ATF2 on DNA (Fig. 3, right panel).

We conclude that in the DNA-bound state, the dimerization preferences of the c-Jun mutants are accentuated in comparison to dimerization in solution as measured in the one-hybrid experiment of Figure 2. The accentuation was particularly evident for c-Jun–m0. c-Jun–m0 prefers c-Fos; c-Jun–m1 binds ATF2. The experiments do not indicate exclusive preference for either c-Fos or ATF2. Because the amino acid sequences of the bZip regions are highly conserved within the Fos family, and between ATF2 and ATFa, mutant preferences likely extend to other members of the two families. All c-Jun proteins tested here bind to DNA strongly only as heterodimers.

Preference of c-Jun–m0 and c-Jun–m1 for Jun:Fos and Jun:ATF2-dependent promoters in vivo

The behavior of a c-Jun subunit in vivo will depend not only on the nature of its dimerization domain but also on the availability and concentration of partner proteins. In vitro gel retardation conditions have, therefore, their severe limitations for the affinity analysis of AP-1 heterodimers in a given cell. With an excess of oligonucleotide, only careful determinations of the on and off rates would be informative. This is almost impossible with mixtures of heterodimers that can, under certain in vitro conditions, bind to any similar element. For instance, Fos:jun heterodimers, which do not utilize the c-Fos promoter CRE site in vivo, can, however, bind to the CRE in vitro if DNA is offered in excess (Schönthal et al. 1989). Therefore, we put most efforts into examining transactivation of model promoters in cells. To this end, we compared transactivation of Jun:Fos- and Jun:ATF2-controlled promoters upon overexpression of wild-type and mutant c-Jun proteins in undifferentiated F9 teratocarcin...
noma cells. As mentioned above, these cells have lower complexity of endogenous AP-1 subunits than other cell lines. The reporter genes used were 5×coll–TRE–tata (Jonat et al. 1990) and 5×jun2–tata (van Dam et al. 1993) which have been shown to specifically respond to overexpressed Jun:Fos and Jun:ATF2, respectively (van Dam et al. 1993, 1995; data not shown). Because F9 cells lack endogenous c-Fos and c-Jun proteins, but contain ATF2 (van Dam et al. 1995), transactivation by the Jun proteins was determined in the absence or in the presence of c-Fos. Overexpression of ATF2 did not further enhance the activation of the 5×jun2 promoter by either wild type or mutant Jun (data not shown), indicating that ATF2 (or ATF2-like) factor levels in F9 cells are saturating. Western blot analysis confirmed that all c-Jun proteins accumulated to the same extent in these cells (data not shown; also see Fig. 7, below). Essentially similar data on promoter-specific transactivation were obtained in HeLa cells, which under nonstimulated conditions contain low c-Fos levels but relatively high amounts of ATF2 and ATFα (Offringa et al. 1990; data not shown): with the 5×jun2-dependent reporter c-Jun–m1 was the best activator, followed by wild type c-Jun, while c-Jun–m0 did not transactivate at all. c-Fos enhanced collagenase promoter activity in the presence of wild-type c-Jun or of c-Jun–m0, but not c-Jun–m1 (data not shown). In both cell types, F9 and HeLa, we also tested the natural collagenase promoter, which depends critically on AP-1 acting on a single site. Results were similar to those obtained with 5×coll–TRE–tata (data not shown).

Promoter specificity of the c-Jun mutants in chick embryo fibroblasts

CEF s are particularly suitable for the study of a transfor-
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Figure 5. Promoter-selective activation by c-Jun mutants in CEF cells. CEFs (5 x 10^5) were transiently cotransfected with 2 µg of either the 5×coll–TRE–tata–luciferase, 5×jun2–tata–luciferase, or tata–luciferase reporter plasmids together with 1 µg of either wild-type or mutant RSV–c-Jun expression vector in the presence or absence of 50 ng of pRSV–c-Fos, 25 ng of pCMV–ATF2 or empty control plasmid (pUC18 carrier up to 13 µg per plate). Activity relative to that achieved in CEF transfected by wild-type Jun is plotted. Five independent experiments, using three independently generated series of primary cultures, were performed. One of these is shown.

mation program because overexpression of exogenous c-Jun without the need for a second oncogene induces a growth-promoting phenotype, including growth in agar and in low serum (Bos et al. 1990; Castellazzi et al. 1990). Because CEFs will be the decisive cell type in the present study of transformation, it is important to know how the model promoters behave in CEFs supplied with Jun and to confirm the selective choice of partners by Jun mutant proteins. Cotransfection of the 5×coll–TRE–tata reporter and human wild-type c-Jun into CEFs led to an expression level set at 1 (Fig. 5). Mutant c-Jun–m0, the Fos-seeking mutant, strongly enhanced transcription from the 5×coll–TRE promoter, whereas c-Jun–m1 slightly reduced transcription (Fig. 5). Cotransfection with a c-Fos-expressing construct enhanced transactivation by wild-type c-Jun 3.6-fold (set as 1). The relative activation by mutant behavior at model promoters (Fig. 5). Antibodies to ATF2 coprecipitated wild-type c-Jun and c-Jun–m1 only from complexes cross-linked to the jun2 element and treated under nonstringent conditions (not shown).

We conclude that in CEF cells the c-Jun mutants also select their heterodimer partners with preference: c-Jun–m0 binds to a member of the c-Fos family, in this case Fra2, and c-Jun–m1 binds to ATF2. The zipper mutants are thus suitable tools to dissect the c-Jun-dependent transformation program.

Jun–m0 and Jun–m1 address distinct and different parts of the transformation program.

To analyze the transforming ability of the Jun zipper mutants, CEF cultures stably expressing the mutants were generated by retroviral infection (derivatives of both c-Jun and v-Jun, the mutated form derived from avian sarcoma virus 17 [Maki et al. 1987], were tested in parallel). Western blot analysis confirmed that the resulting chronically infected cell cultures expressed similar levels of the exogenous human c-Jun proteins (Fig. 7) or of v-Jun proteins (data not shown). As in the case of cells transformed by v-Jun and wild-type c-Jun [Bos et al. 1990; Castellazzi et al. 1990; Kilbey et al. 1996; although
Jun autoregulates the c-Jun promoter positively, excess amounts repress (K.-K. Park and H. Ponta, unpubl.), the endogenous chicken c-Jun protein was down-regulated in CEF cells expressing either one of the human c-Jun proteins (chicken c-Jun migrates slightly faster than human c-Jun, see Fig. 6A). We also verified that in these retrovirally infected cultures the endogenous transactivation activity on the 5×jun2–TRE promoter is higher in Jun–m1-transformed CEFs than in Jun–m0 transfectants. The opposite result was obtained on the 5×coll–TRE promoter (Fig. 8).

The most interesting result of the transformation analysis was that the mutants conferred only partial transformation phenotypes. Under normal growth conditions (6% serum, liquid medium), all Jun-overexpressing cell cultures proliferated to the same extent (shown for both c-Jun and v-Jun and their mutant derivatives (Table 1; Fig. 9A)), but could not grow at low serum concentrations (Fig. 9B, right panel). In contrast, Jun–m0-expressing CEF cells grew well in soft agar, to the same extent as those expressing wild-type Jun [shown for both c-Jun and v-Jun and their mutant derivatives (Table 1; Fig. 9A)], but did proliferate at low serum (Fig. 9B, right panel). Thus, Jun mutants m0 and m1, with specificity for the Fos subfamily (Fra2) and the ATF2 subfamily, respectively, each establish one distinct aspect of the transformed phenotype induced by Jun.

In agreement with the fact that in Jun-transformed CEFs, ATF2 is in relative abundance and the heterodimer partner is limiting, enhanced expression of ATF2 by retroviral infection did not induce either transformation property (Table 1; Fig. 9B), whereas retroviral expression of Fra2 caused microcolony development in agar at a low frequency [but no serum independence (Table 1; Fig. 9B)]. This suggests that enhanced levels of Fra2, complexed with endogenous Jun or with another partner, can trig-

---

**Figure 6.** c-Jun:ATF2 and c-Jun:Fra2 heterodimeric complexes in CEF cells. Immunoprecipitation of DNA-bound c-Jun, Fra2, and ATF2 from untransformed (CEF) and human c-Jun-transformed CEFs [wild-type c-Jun (cJ-CEF); c-Jun–m0 (m0-CEF); c-Jun–m1 (m1-CEF); c-Jun–eb1 chimera (Castellazzi et al. 1993, eb1-CEF)] extracts after covalent cross-linking to either the jun2 or coll–TRE oligonucleotides. CEF cell extracts were incubated with BrdU- and 32P-labeled DNA probes, cross-linked by UV-irradiation, and diluted in a mild (B) or stringent (A,B) immunoprecipitation buffer (see Materials and Methods). Immunocomplexes with antibodies as indicated were resolved on 12% SDS-PAGE and visualized by autoradiography. (A) The addition of antibody or nonimmune control antibody is shown above the gel plot. Note that endogenous chicken c-Jun migrates faster than human c-Jun. In cJ-CEF, the endogenous expression is repressed (see also Fig. 7). (B) To show the difference in c-Jun levels coprecipitating with Fra2 under nonstringent condition (right), relatively short exposures of the nonstringent precipitations are presented. Note that anti-Fra2 coprecipitates heterodimers of Fra2 with endogenous chicken c-Jun if the cross-links were done with CEF or m1-CEF extracts, heterodimers with human c-Jun only with cJ-CEF and m0-CEF extracts. No heterodimers with Fra2 are formed in the control extracts from Jun–eb1-CEF transformants as eb1–bZip mediates only homodimerization (Castellazzi et al. 1993). (−) Nonimmune serum.
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In this report, we provide strong evidence for the existence of two complementing genetic programs, autocrine growth and anchorage independence, which are controlled independently by different Jun-containing dimeric transcription factors. As a prerequisite for such analyses we developed a methodology for dissecting the complexity of the AP-1 family of transcription factors in cells carrying their normal endogenous complement of AP-1 subunits. The principle of the method is based on overexpression of a bZip mutant that selects and sequences a preferred partner subunit, thus shifting the equilibrium in the AP-1 complement toward this specific heterodimer and allowing us to ask whether this heterodimer participates in a reaction to be studied. The AP-1 family is of central importance to many cellular processes, from proliferation to differentiation and apoptosis. In most cases, it has not yet been possible to distinguish which heterodimer is responsible. We propose to use this methodology in dissecting the AP-1 factors responsible for instance for the interaction of AP-1 with nuclear receptors, for apoptosis, and for tumor promotion. bZip mutants can be used in cells from different species as there is a high degree of conservation of c-Fos and Fra2 bZip sequences between chick and man (Mölders et al. 1987; Nishina et al. 1990) and between ATF2 bZip sequences of Xenopus, chick, and humans (Villar-

Figure 7. Expression of wild-type and of mutant human c-Jun proteins in infected CEF cells measured by Western blot analysis. Total cell extract (10µg) was subjected to SDS-PAGE, blotted onto nitrocellulose and incubated with a polyclonal antibody raised against bacterially expressed mouse c-Jun. The two arrows indicate the positions of the endogenous avian c-Jun protein (c-cJun, 314 amino acids; calculated molecular mass of 34.4 kD) and the virally expressed human c-Jun proteins (h-c-Jun, 331 amino acids; calculated molecular mass of 35.7 kD), respectively.

Figure 8. Promoter-selective activation by v-Jun mutants in stably transformed CEF cells. CEFs (3×10⁵) chronically infected with either R-v-Jun-m0 (hatched bar) or R-v-Jun-m1 (solid bar) were transiently transfected with 2µg of either 5xcoll-TRE-TK-luciferase, 5xjun2-TK-luciferase, or TK-luciferase reporter plasmid together with 10µg of pUC18 as a carrier. Fold activation is the ratio of the activation on 5xjun2-TK/TK or on 5xcoll-TRE-TK/TK.
Here, we demonstrate the validity of our approach in examining the role of Jun heterodimers in the transformation of CEFs. Importantly, the experiments yielded interesting information on the AP-1-mediated program of genes involved in transformation of CEFs. To what extent can the CEF system be generalized? Possibly, the abundance of partner subunits in a given cell and the condition of the cell that is a reflection of the extracellular stimuli at a given time, will determine the phenotypic outcome of a transfection and transformation attempt by Jun. The heterogeneity of the endogenous complement of AP-1 subunits puts some limit on the generalization of the CEF data, but the transcription analyses in F9 and HeLa cells give us confidence that the mutants will be useful in several more complex systems as described above.

### bZip specificity

The bZip mutants of Jun used in this study, m0 and m1, prefer a subset of partners each. The zipper specificity is already quite significant if protein–protein interaction is analyzed in the absence of DNA. Specificity is, however, accentuated with the appropriate DNA element present, in particular in the case of Jun–m0, suggesting that interaction of the adjacent basic region with DNA affects the stability of dimers. Nevertheless, there is still con-
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Table 1. Anchorage-independent growth of CEF-expressing c-Jun and v-Jun bZIP mutants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Culture</th>
<th>Number of cells seeded</th>
<th>Plating efficiency (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$1 \times 10^4$</td>
<td>$2 \times 10^3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uninfected</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R vector</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-c-Jun wild type</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>444/442</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-c-Jun-m0</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>198/258</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-c-Jun-m1</td>
<td>92/86*</td>
<td>26/23#</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-v-Jun</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>550/496</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-v-Jun-m0</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>210/178</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-v-Jun-m1</td>
<td>24/32*</td>
<td>10/14*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-Fra2</td>
<td>+**</td>
<td>52/32**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-ATF2</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RD-v-Jun-m1 + R vector</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>16/12*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RD-v-Jun-m1 + R-v-Jun-m0</td>
<td>N.D.</td>
<td>64/44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RD-v-Jun-m0 + R vector</td>
<td>N.D.</td>
<td>194/220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RD-v-Jun-m0 + R-v-Jun-m1</td>
<td>N.D.</td>
<td>398/346</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Colony formation in agar of CEF cultures fully infected with the retroviruses indicated. Duplicates were seeded on 60-mm plates at the densities indicated, and colonies were scored after 2 weeks.

*Plating efficiency: percentage of single cells of $1 \times 10^3$ developing into colonies. (+) Numerous colonies; (−) no colonies present; (∗) many colonies show necroses; (∗∗) microcolonies; (N.D.) not determined.

Considerable choice that depends on the expression of AP-1 subunits in the cell type examined. In CEFs, the major partners appear to be Fra2 and ATF2 for mutants m0 and m1, respectively.

Two complementing programs of transformation genes

The decisive result of the transformation by Jun mutants m0 and m1 is the clear-cut partial transformation phenotype established by each one individually. Following the corresponding Jun:Fos and Jun:ATF2 model promoter results, the mutants select different target genes. Both types of target genes are needed for the transformation phenotype as induced by wild-type Jun, in that double infection with both mutants results in complementation to the full program. Induction of both growth in agar and low serum can also be achieved if Jun homodimers are stabilized artificially (Jun:eb1 and Jun:gc4, Castellazzi et al. 1993). Stabilized Jun homodimers accept both heptameric and octameric DNA elements (H. van Dam et al., unpubl.) and could, like wild-type Jun, activate both parts of the transformation program.

It is conceivable that the overexpression of Jun or Jun mutants creates a loss and/or gain of function. Exogenous overexpression of Jun represses the endogenous level of Jun. Thus, for instance, overexpression of Jun-m1 will sequester ATF2, but will not bind Fra2, thus activating Jun:ATF2 dependent target genes (gain of function) and reducing Jun:Fra2-dependent expression (loss of function). On their own, ATF2 and Fra2 will then not contribute to gain or loss of function as they did not, or very inefficiently, transform when overexpressed individually. The importance of a gain of function with respect to target gene activation is demonstrated by previously published data showing that an amino-terminal deletion mutant of Jun, lacking the transactivation domain, does not induce transformation but acts as a dominant-negative (Castellazzi et al. 1991, 1993).

Jun:Fos or Jun:Fra2(-like) dimers regulate a program of target genes critical for anchorage-independent growth, while Jun:ATF2(-like) dimers regulate target genes relevant for growth in reduced concentrations of serum (Fig. 12). In comparison to Jun, the upstream acting oncoproteins exert a more pleiotropic effect on cell growth. Nevertheless their influence on Jun heterodimers can be assigned to the two different portions of the Jun-induced genetic program in that Jun:Fos is predominantly at the receiving end of the Ras–Raf–Erk pathway and Jun:ATF2 is mostly regulated through SEK–JNK and p38 but not Erk (van Dam et al. 1995; Liu et al. 1996; Canman and Kastan 1996; Wilhelm et al. 1997). Our interpretation is compatible with what is known about the regulation of putative target genes that could be responsible for these two facets of cellular transformation (Jove and Hanafusa 1987). Jun:Fos (Fra2) target genes are possibly concerned with the extracellular matrix, thus enabling cells to grow in soft agar, whereas Jun:ATF2 may target factors relevant for autocrine stimulation. Promoter analyses and studies on c-fos −/− and c/v-fos-overproducing cells and mice have revealed that genes involved in anchorage independence are regulated by Jun:Fos, for example, genes coding for adhesion molecules, cytoskeleton components, and matrix-degrading enzymes (Angel et al. 1987; Matrisian 1990; Reichman et al. 1992; Hofmann et al. 1993; Hu et al. 1994; Jooss and Müller 1995; Saez et al. 1995; Schreiber et al. 1995). The Fos-seeking mutant Jun–m0, but not Jun–m1, indeed caused elevated activity of gelatinase and uPA. On the other side, certain growth factor and growth factor receptor encoding genes are regulated by ATF-binding sites and thus possibly Jun:ATF2 (Gray et al. 1993; Newell et al. 1994; Morishita et al. 1996).

Figure 10. Deoxyglucose uptake by Src and Jun transformants. Conditions are as in Figs. 9 and 11.
Materials and methods

DNA constructs

The human c-Jun zipper mutants m0 and m1 were generated by PCR mutagenesis and mutations were confirmed by sequencing. Outer primers were 5'-CTAGAAGCTTCTCTGTTCTATGAGTGCAAAGATGGG-3' and 5'-CCTCTAGATCTAAATGTTTGCAACTGCTGCGTTAGC-3'. Inner primers were 5'-GAGAGAATCGCGCGCCTGAAGGAAAA-3' (m0) and 5'-AACATGCTCGAGGAAGGTGGC-3' (m1), and their complementary equivalents. Templates were pRSV-D6-194c-Jun (m0) or pRSV-D6-194/m35 (m1; H. van Dam, unpubl.) and pRSV–c-Jun (Angel et al. 1988). The PCR-generated fragments were subsequently introduced into pRSV–c-Jun as BstXI–HpaI fragments.


For in vitro transcription/translation, wild-type and mutant (human) c-Jun and bZip–ATF2 (amino acids 335–505) were cloned into the pBluescript KS-derivative pBAT (Annweiler et al. 1991). For translation of c-Fos (mouse), a pGEM3-derived expression vector (kindly provided by H.Th.M. Timmers, University of Utrecht, The Netherlands) was used.

For construction of the retroviral expression vectors, the various c-Jun-, Fra2-, and ATF2-coding sequences were first introduced into the polylinker of the adaptor plasmid CLA12 (Hughes et al. 1987). The respective coding sequences were subsequently introduced as ClaI fragments into the retroviral vector RCAS (Hughes et al. 1987) to generate R–c-Jun, R–m0 and R–m1, R–ATF2 and R–Fra2. R–c-Jun/eb1 has been described previously (Castellazzi et al. 1993; Vandé et al. 1995).

Introduction of the mutant c-Jun zipper sequences into v-Jun coding sequences was performed by PCR (S. Huguier and M. Castellazzi, unpubl.).

Cell culture, transient transfections, and recombinant retroviruses

Transient transfection of undifferentiated F9 cells and HeLa tk−
cells by use of the calcium phosphate and DEAE-dextran methods, respectively, was performed as described (Angel et al. 1988). Preparation of cell extracts and subsequent analysis for luciferase activity was performed as described in Duyndam et al. (1996). F9 cells were harvested 24 hr after transfection, HeLa cells 48 hr after transfection.

Primary CEF cultures were prepared from 8-day-old C/E SPA-FAS chicken embryos and grown in medium containing 6% serum as described (Castellazzi et al. 1990). Human c-Jun or v-Jun-expressing CEF cultures were obtained by chronic retroviral infection with the replication-competent retrovirus R-c-Jun or R-v-Jun. R-m0 and R-m1 viruses and control retrovirus (R) were generated similarly. For superinfection, a second replication-competent retrovirus with different envelope, RD, was used, carrying the same gene constructs. Analysis of anchorage- and serum-independent growth has been described (Castellazzi et al. 1993). For promoter activity analysis 3–5 x 10⁵ cells were seeded on 60-mm dishes and transiently transfected with luciferase reporter plasmids by use of the calcium phosphate method. For each reporter plasmid, a single precipitate was made and subsequently divided over the different CEF cultures to avoid variation in precipitate quality. After 14 hr, cells were washed with PBS and incubated for another 30 hr, after which the still subconfluent cells were harvested for luciferase assays (see above).

Deoxyglucose uptake and zymography for gelatinase and uPA

Deoxyglucose uptake was determined according to Frost and Lane (1985) with 90% confluent CEF cells washed with PBS and incubated in PBS in a mixture of 0.1 mM 2-deoxy-glucose/2-deoxy-D-[1-¹⁴C]glucose (specific activity, 54 mCi/m mole, Amersham) at 0.3 µCi/ml for 10 min at room temperature. Protease activities were detected according to the substrate–SDS-PAGE assay system described by Heussen and Dowdle (1980) with 24 hr conditioned supernatant from monolayer CEF cultures. For gelatinases, the gel contained 0.3 mg/ml gelatin (Sigma), and for uPA activity 1 mg/ml α-casein (Sigma) and 8 mg/ml lysine-Sepharose affinity-purified chicken plasminogen. Incubations were at 37°C for 4 hr with buffer conditions as described (for gelatinases, see Heussen and Dowdle 1980; for uPA, see Marshall et al. 1990). Proteolytic activities were detected as clear bands against the blue background of stained substrate. Scanning of the gels and quantification were performed by computer methods.

In vitro translation, DNA binding assays, and immunoprecipitation analysis

In vitro transcription/translation of pBAT-c-Jun, pBAT-bZIP-, ATF2 and pEP-C-Fos was performed by use of a Promega kit according to the manufacturer’s procedure. Plasmids were linearized, transcribed with T3 or SP6 RNA polymerase, respectively, and translated in reticulocyte lysate with [³⁵S]methionine. The translation efficiency was determined by SDS-PAGE. Proteins were quantified by use of a Fuji Bio-Imaging Analyser. For gel retardation analysis, similar amounts of proteins were mixed in a total volume of 4 µl of reticulocyte lysate per 20-µl reaction mixture.

Preparation of cell extracts for Western analysis and DNA-binding assays were performed as described previously (van Dam et al. 1993). DNA-binding assays, UV cross-linking, and the col-TRE and jun2 DNA probes used, have also been described (van Dam et al. 1993). In vitro translated proteins were incubated with 10 fmole of [³²P]-labeled probe for 30 min at room temperature, after which DNA–protein complexes were resolved on 4% Tris–glycine gels.

For immunoprecipitation of cross-linked proteins, the DNA-binding reactions included 30 µg of CEF cell extract and 400 fmole of BrdU-containing DNA-probe. Immunoprecipitation under stringent conditions was performed in 10 mM HEPES (pH 7.9), 150 mM NaCl, 0.1% sodium-deoxycholate (DOC), 0.1% NP-40, 0.1% SDS; under mild conditions in 50 mM Tris (pH 7.5), 5 mM EDTA, 125 mM NaCl, 0.1% Triton X-100. Antibodies used for immunoprecipitation were c-jun–pep1 (Oncogene Science), which recognizes both chicken and human c-jun, the ATF2-specific antibody C19, and the Fra2-specific antibody L15 (Santa Cruz).
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